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Too many flyspecks! It was a statement that
cut me to the quick. The comment arose at a
recent Canal Zone Study Group meeting held at
NAPEX in June 1989, and was offered by some
veteran collectors as a feeling that some newer
members held about the content of The Canal
Zone Philatelist
My sensitivity to the remark arose because I
have contributed some of the flyspeck pieces.
(The term flyspeck implies semi-trivial varieties
in the errors, freaks, and oddities (EFO) class,
usually minor printing, paper, and QVff]2rinting
variations that one needs a magnifying glass to
spot.) Yet these are the items that attract my
attentiOn-in-a-dealer's offerings or in a friend's
collectioJ. For me, they provide a lot offun in the
searching. But my own fragile feelings aside, I do
hope that members let us know what they are
most interested in reading about. One of the
beauties of philately is that one really can go
about it in the way that one wants. If it is filling
spaces in a White Ace album that you enjoy,
that's grand. Or if your pleasure is unravelling
postal history by finding and analyzing covers,
that is also great. Do what you want, at the level
you like, and with the style you choose. Do not let
someone else tell you what or how to collect. After
all, they may just be trying to pry away from you
that precious little flyspeck variety that you
discovered.
But this comment hada rather serious underlying meaning in it, and I will try to indicate
what it is. Our organization includes members
with a wide spectrum of collecting interests and
degrees of specialization. The Philatelist is
generally viewed as a specialist journal, with the
material published being primarily archival in
nature, of interest primarily to the specialist. We
are less effective in providing material for the
newer collector. This is an oversight that need not
be continued. So, in response to member comments, I plan to provide periodically, or ask
others to provide, answers to questions that are
often asked by newcomers to collecting Canal
Zone material. These will be entitled "Back to
Basics," and the first of these will be found
elsewhere in this issue. Some ideas for initial
topics are 1) gum, 2) wet and dry printings,
3) overprint types I through V, 3) flat versus
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Early Canal Zone Essays
By Gary B. Weiss and David J. Leeds
The items discussed in this article appear genuine in all respects and seem to have been lost to
philately, at least philatelic journalism, since their creation many years ago. The four items are all
miniature (stamp size) water color and ink paintings prepared by Waterlow Bros. as possible future
issues for Panama and the Panama Canal Zone. They are on thick card stock 76 x115 mm in size. At
the bottom of each card is a greyish blue tablet with negative lettering reading "Waterlow Bros. &
Layton, Limited/Loudres, Inglaterra." An example of the entire card featuring a 4 centavos design in
carmine red of Balboa for use in Panama is
shown in Fig. 1. The other design for Panama
centavos and pesos rather than centesimos and
shows a coat of arms in green with a lilac frame;
balboas, the designs were started prior to the
the denomination is 2 pesos (fig. 2).
currency change in 1906 in the Republic
of Panama.
Finally, as Waterlow Bros. never designed any
stamps for the Canal Zone (or Panama) during
this time period, these appear to be proposed
designs in order to- obtain the contract from
Panama to prepare stamps. The coloring and
'-d-esign-orthe-2 centavos bears a resemblance to
the one centesimos Hamilton Bank Note issue
(Scott No. 22) and the subsequent overprinted
one centesimos American Bank Note issues. We
suspect that Waterlow competed unsuccessfully
with the Hamilton Bank Note Company (and
perhaps also the American Bank Note Company)
to secure the contract and that the general
similarity in the designs from all three companies
as to topic but not to detail, suggest that the topics
were chosen by officials of the Panama government. If these designs had been accepted, none of
the subsequent overprint varieties would have
come to exist and collecting Canal Zone would
Fig.1. Panama 4 c essay.
not be nearly as much fun.
The other two items are much more exciting
for the Canal Zone collector. While the designs
are similar to the Panama essays, these essays
have the words, Canal Zone, incorporated into
the essay design. The 2 centavos has a yellow
green frame and a black vignette of Balboa
(fig. 3). The one peso shows a bright blue coat of
arms (fig. 4). If these designs had been used, they
would have been the first stamps specially
prepared for the Zone (rather than prepared for
Panama and used in the Zone after overprinting).
The above information is factuaL Everything
else that follows is speculation. First, a larg~
amount of philatelic material has recently
appeared on the market from the Waterlow
archives. The essays described here were
obtained from a London dealer some years ago
and may be from that source.
Second, the time of preparation was between
1904 and 1906. As the denominations are in
Fig. 2. Panama 2p essay.

(continued on page 24)
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Auctions
By Gilbert N. Plass
This report is entirely about a remarkable
June 1989 auction held by Steve Ivy In Dallas.
It contained a number of rare Canal Zone errors
that had not been offered for many years. These
brought very high prices, The overprints on U.S.
stamps often went for a hammer price considerably above the Scott catalogue price. The
stamps in the following list are unused and in
very fine condition unless mentioned otherwise,
The catalogue price as given in the auction
catalogue is given in parenthesis after the
hammer price (not including the 10% commission).
Scott No.1, used, $300 ($400)
2, bl. of 4, used, $900 ($1300)
5, bl. of 4, $100 ($100)
6, hr, $110 ($90)
8, og, $150 ($160)
9b, ZONE antique in pair with normal, used,
$85 ($75)
9d, ovp, double, $750 ($1250)
12c, CANAL ZONE double, $375 ($500)
13b, ZONE antique in bl. of 4 with normal,
$150 ($230)
18b, PANAMA down and up, in bl. of four
with normal, $275 ($295)
23c, double ovp" $325 ($400)
24c, double ovp., $250 ($350)
CZSG No. 26PD-A, Bliss postage due
provisional, $170
27-30,2 are fine; 2 are vf, $150 ($188)
27-30, bl. of 4, $650 ($850)
48, lh, $500 ($700)
49-51, vf, og, $100 ($120)
56b, double ovp., one reading down, $300 ($350)
59, bl. of 4, $575 ($750)
60-66, $230 ($287)
67, only f, $360 ($475)
71c, CANAL only, and 71d, ZONE CANAL, in
pr., $2000 ($1200)
71d, ZONE CANAL, $400 ($300)
71e, 73a, booklet panes of 6, dried og, $400
($275)
80, $75 ($65)
89, plate bl. of 6, $375 ($400)

Fig. 4, Canal Zone 1 p essay.
(Photographs courtesy George Alevizos)
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91, plate bl. of 6, $220 ($200)
91a, ZONE only, f, $900 ($1000)
92, plate bl. of 6, $250 ($300)
93, plate bl. of 6, $300 ($350)
97a, bl. of 4 with two pairs, one without
overprint, $5000 ($3500)
100a, vert. pr., one without ovp., $2700 ($1750)
COl-7, bl. of 4, $350 ($466)
J15-17, $125 ($165)
J17a, POSTAGE DUE double, $400 ($400)
J18, plate bl. of 6, $130 ($90)
J18a, ZONE ZONE in bl. of 12, vf, $2000
($1700)
J19a, ZONE ZONE in hI. of 12, f/vf, $1700
($1620)
J20a, three vert, pairs, one without ovp., in
plate bI. of 6, f Ivf, $17,000 ($5250+)

Second Time Around
Translations from
Kohl's Handbook
Reprinted from The Collectors Club Philatelist
1952; 31(3}: 127-135.

British Stamps Used Abroad:
British Offices at Consulates in
Colombia, 1865-1881
By Dr. Herbert

Munk [ca. 1931]

Translated by Gerald W. Bentley
Sources: Various catalogs, including Ewen,
Standard Priee Catalogue of the Postage and
Telegraph Stamps of the United Kingdom, 6th
(final) edition, London, 1898; J.J. Bernstein and
Charles Ni.~sen, Brib:~h Stamps Used Abroad,
revised edition, Brit. Phil., Dec. 1910 to Oct. 1914;
Rev. C.S. Morton, British Stamps Used Abroad,
Stamp Collrs. Fortnightly, No. 840, 1927.
Material has been lent by Messrs, A. Leo of
Munich, H. Koehler of Berlin, B. MacGowan of
Dumfries, Charles Nissen of London and E.E.
Yates of London. Mr. Nissen has also furnished
market values of these stamps.
Colombia, then the United States of Colombia,
with its portions of both the Atlantic and Pacific
coasts, formed an important link in the chain of
post offices at consulates, which Great Britain set
up through the West Indies and around the
coasts of South America. Though trade between
Great Britain and Colombia was not so great for
many years as with the other large South
American republics, Colombia possessed, in its
state of Panama, the Isthmus of Panama, the
bridge between the Atlantic Ocean and West
Indies on one side and the Pacific Ocean on
the other,
The West Indian mail steamers of the Royal
Mail Steam Packet Co. brought the mail for the
west coast of all America, for Australia, etc., to
Colon on the eastern coast of the isthmus. On the
west side of this isthmus, the mail steamer
service of the Pacific Steam Navigation Co"
mentioned frequently in connection with other
British services abroad, began. This company
distributed the mails from Europe and the West
Indies down the western coast of South America
as far as Valparaiso, Chile, and likewise brought
the assembled mail for points east to Panama.
As early as 1845, an agreement existed with
the government in Bogota, by which Great
Britain had the right to carry its own freight
mail across the Isthmus of Panama by muleback,

British consulate post office had been set up in
the early 1860's. After Baranquilla had been
linked to the little port town of Savanilla by a
railroad in 1872, British mails for Colombia went
After the Panama Railroad, from Colon to
through this place, due north of Baranquilla. As
Panama, was opened in 1855, traffic across the
a result, in 1872, an additional British post office
isthmus increased so greatly, including volume
was set up at Savanilla. This change had the
of mail, that it became impracticable to keep the
result that the British mail packets no longer
called at Santa Marta after 1873; the closing of
transit fee at the previous height. Colombia and
Great Britain failed to come to any agreement on
the British post office there followed in 1878.
this. Accordingly, an arrangement was made by
During the revolution of 1875, mails for Bogota
the British with Panama Railway Co., which had
had to be sent, for a considerable period, across
Panama to the west coast of Colombia, and to
certain postal rights along its line. (See further
Bogota from the port of Buenaventura.
discussion of this under the Panama office). The
Also, a British consulate post office was set up
arrangement provided for direct payment of
in 1870 at Colon (also called Aspinwall) with its
transit charges to the rail concern, without
own office number E88. In the '50's and '60's, not
Colombia receiving any part of this payment.
In 1865, the year in which Great Britain began
only was the mail for the west coast of South
America landed here, but also that for Cartagena
the use of her own stamps in her offices at
and Santa Marta just mentioned. These two
consulates in Colombia, the dispute between the
two countries and the Colombian efforts to force
ports, according to Morton, were served in the
1860's by a local branch line of the Royal Steam
their own plan as settlement, became severe. The
British postal administration
seriously conPacket Co., linked up with the main line service,
sidered giving up the post offices at the consulates
plying between Cartagena and Santa Marta. In
the middle of 1869 a direct mail steamer service
in Colombia in 1867. In one case, Colombia seems
even to have seized a shipment of British stamps.
was set up between Southampton and Cartagena.
But the fall of President Mosquera in 1867
This may have a casual connection with estabbrought about a relaxation, since he was the
lishment of a British post office at Colon in the
source of Colombia's demands. The British postal
consulate. From 1871 on, the mails from
England and the West Indies for points on the
service in Colombia was, however, not formally
recognized, but continued.
Pacific cost were sorted at Colon. Up to then, they
had been sorted at Panama.
Only in the second half of 1875 was the British
The three offices that existed in 1865 were
Consul General at Bogota able to conclude a
postal convention with Colombia, by which the
assigned the office numbers C35 for Panama,
British post offices at the consulates Ior~y
or
C56 for Cartagena and C62 for Santa Marta
officially had the right to collect or deliver
(which the British seem always to have spelled
directly mail to or from aoI'oaa.:-Meanwnile, in -- -"SantalYIal'tl1a")-:-TI1el3l'TtiSh
stamps ana- the Argentine, Uruguay and Brazil, the opposinumeral killer were received at Panama in
tion to the British consulates' post offices grew as
February 1865, simultaneously with the first
time went on. The British had to close their
delivery of such to the other offices on the Pacific
offices in these countries in the earlier '70's. In
coast. In contrast, Cartagena and Santa Marta
Colombia the situation was reversed, as Morton
did not receive theirs until August 1865, at the
first explained. The opposition of the Colombian
same time as first delivery of such to the other
government was greatest when the British
West Indian post offices. Later, in 1866, in error,
stamps were first introduced, and diminished
Cartagena was supplied a new kille.r with the
steadily through the '70's.
office number C55 instead of C56. This is
The two oldest British consulate post offices in
discussed further on. Colon received office
Colombia were those at Panama on the west
number E88 in April 1870 and Savanilla F69 in
coast, for transit mail, and at Cartagena, on the
1872. The British consulate at Baranquilla did
north coast, for exchange of mail with Colombia
not receive any office number, or any killer of its
itself. These two officers were supplied with
own. But in June 1878 it was supplied with a
dating town marks and PAID handstamps as
dating town mark. During use ofthis, the stamps
early as the middle of 1846. Panama remained,
were cancelled on arrival of the mail at Savanilla.
in later times as then, the only British post office
[We have not been able to find any evidence that
on the west coast. As time went on, a number of
an actual British post office existed at
British offices were opened on the north coast. Of
Baranquilla. - Editors, C.C.P.] Thus, like letters
these, the oldest ones were in part closed, and in
with Alexandria killer BO! and British dated
part maintained or reopened.
town mark of Cairo (Egypt), we find killer F69 of
Savanilla on letters with the British dated town
These kaleidoscopic changes in the offices on
the Caribbean coast of Colombia arise from the
mark of Baranquilla.
fact that the capital, Bogota, is situated far
The rate to England apparently had been set
inland, amid the mountains. Mails for that city or
at Is per unit of weight [Presumably a half
to it had to be routed through Baranquilla,
ounce, - Editor5, G,G.P.] at or before the introsituated a few miles inland on the Magdalena
duction of stamps in the offices abroad, for letters
river, and thus toorfrom a coastal port. The mail
from Colombia. To other countries in Europe it
route was up the river to Honda, thence by land
was Is 2d up to the middle of 1875; then Is lYed,
to Bogota. Up to about 1866 the mail route to
per half ounce. For a special transit fee on the rail
section Panama to Colon, at a later time, see the
Baranquilla from the coast was from the port of
section "Later Period" under Panama, below.
Cartagena, just mentioned as one of the first
British office sites, on the coast west of
The British consulate post offices in Colombia
were closed after Colombia entered the Universal
Baranquilla. After this, mails went from the
Postal Union on July 1, 1881. We discuss, below,
more easterly port of Santa Marta, at which a
in sealed sacks. For this right, the British paid
the Colombian government a transit fee of lOd
per Colombian ounce on such mail.
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the presumed closing of that at Santa Marta as
early as 1878. However, evidence shows that the
British consulate or the British mail steamer
agency associated with it, at Panama continued
the use of the dated town mark and its numeral
killer C35 until the end of the 1880's. Generally,
but not exclusively, these are found on letters
from personnel of the British N avy. We discuss
this point further under Panama, in the section
"Later Period."
Panama (Pacific Coast)
In 1865, in its first consignment of postage
stamps, Panama received £200 worth. This was
the third largest amount sent to any consulate
office on the west coast of South America, and
next to the quantities sent to Callao and
Valparaiso. So we see that Panama evidently had
a fairly extensive postal business, apart from its
very extensive transit traffic ..
This volume of business was extended by the
fact that the British wa~ships, which were
stationed or cruising in the Pacific Ocean, sent the
bulk of their letters to England to the Panama
office. Also, letters which had gone into the mails
at points further south, frequently were postmarked and stamps cancelled only on arrival at
Panama. Thus we get fully prepaid letters to
Great Britain, to other countries in Europe, and
to the United States, which bear killer C35 as
their first postal marking applied, even though
their contents, handstamped corner cards of
firms, etc., show that they were sent from
Guayaquil, Callao, or even placed in Chile, where
they would appear to-have been put in the mails
or on board ship. [Evidence that any such letters
went- into the_actual mails_before _reaching
Panama seems to be lacking. Perhaps some may
have been handed in after mails closed and sent
on "loose" by the same or other ship. - Editors,
C.C.P.]
These facts explain why, next to those from
Valparaiso (Chile), Callao (Peru) and St. Thomas
(Virgin Islands, then Danish West Indies),
Panama is the commonest British consulate post
office mark from America.
In the first supply, early in 1865, Panama
received two separate killers. C35, in the large
transverse oval form, type II and a duplex device
with killer in erect oval form, Type III but with
only three bars above and below number. The
characters on the two types of killers differ so
much that they can be recognized even in
incomplete impressions on loose stamps, by their
style. See figures 1, 2.

-

((C35))

Fig. 1. Type II killer.

llC35H

Fig. 2. Type

III killer.

Fifteen years after the issuance of the first C35
devices, killers and duplexes, a new one was sent
out from London, in April 1880. The killer
portion is in Type IV, with only three bars above
and below. See figure 3. The office number is

HC.55})
.....,.

[Dr. Munk classifies the killers in use at the
Britis:l offices abroad into four main types, in his
introduction to the whole field, and refers to these
types in all sections. They are:
Type I: Small oval, three thin lines above and
below characters. Supplied only before 1863.
Type II: Large transverse oval, three heavy lines
above and below characters. Supplied from
1864 onward.
Type III: Large vertical oval, conspicuously tall,
four heavy bars above and below characters.
Usually part of a duplex device with dated
town mark, but sometimes a separate killer.
Supplied from early 1865 onward.
Type IV: Smaller vertical oval, with three very
thick bars above and below characters.
Occasionally part of a duplex device with
town mark (dated). Supplied from 1872 on as
the only type.
All four types have two curved lines, before
and after the characters. - Editors, C.C.P.]
The dated town mark of the 1865 duplex
device was a small single circle, with A at top,
PANAMA under it straight across center, and
date in two lines below that. See fig. 2. A dated
town mark, identical even to letter A, was used
with the transverse oval killers, to postmark
letters. In later years this device was used alone
for cancelling, directly on the stamps. Occasionally there occurs with the transverse oval killers
as a postmark, a transit postmark from older
days: one sent out from London in 1848 or earlier.
Without border, this consists of three straight
lines of thin unshaded gothic capitals, reading
PANAMA / (date) / TRANSIT. Usually this
found use only as a transit mark: that is, on letters
whose stamps had already previously been
cancelled at the office of mailing (especially at
Guayaquil but also from points much further
south). It appears to have been struck only on
letters which had not come to Panama en route to
Colon in closed bags from the Pacific Steam
Navigation Co.'s ships, but had come to Panama
specially separated for some reason or other, or
deviated from the regular mails passing through,
etc. We have found it in a few cases on letters
whose senders' imprints or other evidence
indicates that they had been put on board ship
much farther to the south, but whose stamps
were cancelled in Panama with the transverse
oval C35. Thus, the old transit mark was certainly
employed in these cases instead of the normal
town mark with A in it. In spite of its age, this
device was used until 1879 at least. Sometimes,
because of its outsize and old-time format, it had
been struck onto the stamps. In two cases, on a
pair of Id stamps and on a Is stamp, it has been
found as the only cancellation - presumably
accidentally.

Fig. 3. Type IV killer.
sharply marked off from earlier devices by its 3
having the flat top, as found on the late devices of
Cobija (C39), Port au Prince (E53) and Arroyo
(F83). A period after C is also present, but
sometimes fails to show in imprints. The town
mark of this new device of 1880 shows, instead of
the mere office name PANAMA, the wording
PANAMA TRANSIT, not across the device but
around the single circle border line, and thus
above the letter C.
Whether this late duplex was actually planned
as a successor to the old transit mark of 1848-79
which we have just mentioned, we do not know.
The new device can of course be considered
because of its wording, as devised primarily for
use on transit mail. But the fact is that both the
transverse oval C35 and the duplex of 1865 were
used alongside of this new device. In fact, in the
"Later Period" after the formal closing of the
Panama office on July 1, 1881, to the end of the
'80's, not this new duplex delivered in 1880 but
the transverse oval killer, the duplex of 1865,and
the separate town mark of Panama with letter A
were used. We discuss this below.
Thus, the duplex C35 in Type IV was in use for
at most one year. It is accordingly not only
merely much scarcer than all other Panama
postal markings, but counts as a real rarity.
PANAMA: The Later Period
The fact, which has been mentioned often, that
British postage stamps were used, withou.,
objection or interference, in Panama for many
years after the British post office there had been
closed, and were cancelled with the British
postmarking
devices, constitute one of the
unsolved problems of the uses of British stamps
abroard. With the admission of Colombia to the
Universal Postal Union on July 1, 1881, only
Colombian stamps could legally be used for
franking mail within its postal territory. The
other countries of the U.P. U., from that date on,
were obligated to treat all letters from Colombia
which did not bear Colombian stamps to pay
postage, as unfranked, whether or not the stamps
on them were those of a member of the U.P. U.
The matter is not so clear about the transit
journey between Panama and Colon in either
direction. For this railroad line, Colombia had on
its side, as had been mentioned earlier, granted
the Panama Railway Co. certain independent
rights to postal fees, specially that to set and
increase special transit charges. These special
powers and transit charges of the Panama
Railway Co. were not directly affected by the
entrance of Colombia into the u.P.u. Moreover,
Colombia had made a special clause in her
agreement to enter the U.P.U., explicitly to the
-20-

effect that the
right to levy
collect it from
of mail turned

Panama Railway Co. still had the
a special transit charge and to
the country of origin of each piece
over to them.

Great Britain in 1881 had, as mentioned
previously, a special agreement with the Panama
Railway Co., which had been negotiated directly
with the concern as owner of the postal rights
over the rail line Panama to Colon. Colombia
itself and the United States also had special
transit contracts with this company. This
arrangement
which Great Britain had for
carrying British mail bags between Colon and
Panama, seems to have provided for very
favorable fixed sum payments. Colombia had
always opposed it strongly, as has been mentioned previously. But the special postal charging
powers of the company certainly were not
actually removed by the entrance of Colombia
into the U.P.U.
Most probably, Great Britain's postal activity
in Panama after July 1881 was limited to
dispatching of British transit mail, and thus to
direct exchange of pouches with the Panama
Railway Co. The postal administration
was
concerned primarily with the need and conditions for the maintenance of one particular
limited postal activity on Colombian soil, under
its special arrangement
with the railroad
company and the special rates for this service.
Actually, we find only two special kinds of
letters, whose stamps were cancelled with the
British Panama markings after 1881. In both
cases, we conspicuously note that the letters were
normally franked in advance with British stamps
outside of Colombia. Their cancellations at
Panama certainly took place only in transit mail.
We have seen, as mentioned previously, that the
same thing happened in the '50's and '70's.
The first kind of letter is that sent by sailors or
marines of the Royal Navy, from ships stationed
in or cruising in the Pacific Ocean. These "Sailor's
Letters" could be sent to England for Id for a
single weight letter. [This is the well known
"concession rate" of Id for a letter to Great Britain
from anywhere on active service. It existed for
many years, ending apparently about 1900 with
establishment of free mail for soldiers and sailors.
Such covers are well known from many lands,
often with British colonial stamps used.
- Editors C,C.P.] These letters werc regularly
franked with stamps on board the ships, and
hence on British soil. On arrival at an appropriate
port, were delivered for forwarding by the
"Naval Commander" on land. From the earliest
days these officers seem to have had certain
priority rights in most American ports. For
example, at Buenos Aires, the British consulate
was originally required to send a letter box to the
Naval Commander so that letters from His
Majesty's ships could be mailed through the
Naval Commander's office.
The second kind of letter, which to the best of
our knowledge has not yet been described in the
Philatelic press, consist of business correspondence from Costa Rica with stamps of that
country for the journey to Panama and with
British stamps for the journey oversea. The
British stamps were cancelled in Panama with
the British post-marking devices. We illustrate
such a piece further on and here merely

emphasize that the British stamps, as in the
picture, were applied outside Colombia for
prepayment of postage and were cancelled at
Panama. [Such usages, combination of stamps of
country of mailing to carry to nearest British
P.O. and British stamps for rest of journey, are
known from many countries, mostly in the '70's
and '80's. Either a postal treaty with Great
Britain providing validity of stamps of country of
origin, or country of origin joining U.P. u., ended
such usage in each case. - Editors, C.C.P.]
As we have already seen, these British stamps
were cancelled in this Later Period, sometimes
with the transverse oval C35 killer, sometimes
with the 1865 duplex device (large killer, roundtopped 3), and sometimes with the separate
dated town mark of Panama (single circle with
town name across middle).
Let us now clear up several facts about this
Later Period - rates, and length of existence of
the usage. According to Morton, the sailors'
letters had to pay the regular transit rate of 6d
which Great Britain charged, so that such letters
entering the mails at Panama cost 7d: the 6d plus
the regular Id concession rate. According to
Bernstein and Nissen the transit rate was only
Id. rAnd they are right. - G.W.B.] Ewen
(English Specialist Journal, p. 46) reports a
sailor's letter with the British Panama postmark
of July 1888, franked with two of the Id British
stamps of 1881(16-pearl variety). Thus it appears
that the transit rate was actually only Id for a
single-weight letter. The date on this item
indicates that the Later Period evidently lasted
till towards the end of the '80's, not o'iilyto the
middle of that decade as stated by some British
writers. PresumablY Mortonis-correctili
this
case in giving the ending date as 1889. In Jan.
1889, a new dated postmark inscribed BRITISH
PACKET AGENCY PANAMA was sent out
from London. This change may indicate the end
of the Later Period.
Other Offices (Caribbean or
North Coast of Colombia)
Cartagena [Regularly spelled CARTHAGENA on all British postmarks - H inserted.
- Editors, C.C.P.] received its first device, a
large transverse oval killer in Type II, reading
C56, during the second half of 1865.In June 1866
a new device, vertical oval in Type III, large with
four bars above and below. was sent here.
Instead of C56, it reads C55, the office number of
Heywood (Lancashire) in England. But Heywood
never had a killer in this type. This change of
office number was not intentional, but strictly an
error. This fact appears from the later event that
Heywood received an office number. C63, the
number formerly used for the British Post Office
at Tampico, Mexico which had closed in 1876.
[Dendy Marshall, The British Post Office, p. 292
- Dr. Munk] Both these killers, C56 and C55,
were separate killers, not duplex devices. They
seem to have been used side by side for many
years, despite reading differently. We have seen
letters from the end of 1869 with C56. and in
contrast C56 on 4d stamps of plates 7 and 9 as
well as on the Is stamp of 1865.
Santa Marta [Regularly spelled SANTA
MARTHA on all British postmarks - H
inserted. - Editors, C.C.P.] had a dated town
mark in 1862, received in the second half of that
year. and another one received at the beginning

of 1863. [From Lowe, Handstruck Stamps of the
Empire, 2nd Ed. p. 40, we discover that the
earlier one reads SANTA MARTHA, the late
one Santa MARTHA PAID, Both are single
circles with inscription around, not across.
- Editors, C.C.P.] In late 1865, at the same time
as Cartagena, it received killer C62, in the large
transverse oval Type II. After the BaranquillaSavanilla railroad was opened in 1872, Santa
Marta as a result was given up as a port of call for
the Royal Mail steamers. At the end of 1878 the
British consulate was closed. Before this the post
office seems to have almost completely ceased
handling mail.
Colon or Aspinwall first received its own office
number for the British post office in April
1870- E88. The killer with this number is in
vertical oval Type III, with four bars above and
below and large size. It exists only as a separate
killer. The dated town mark of Colon, of which,
according to Morton, three different devices
were sent out from London between 1869 and
1871, apparently all had the town name across
single circle with letter above it. Only letter A
has been found. (These marks read ASPINWALL - Editors, C.C.Phil.). They were used as
postmarks only. As at Panama, Colon also had
several transit postmarks. These, however, we
have not yet seen. Covers from Colon, in spite of
the presumption of much postal business, are
relatively rare. [These transit marks read
COLON TRANSIT - Editors, C.C.Phil. (This
information from Lowe. Handstruck Stamps of
the Emp1:re. - Editors. C.C.P.)]
Savanilla had a British consulate post office,
-opened-in 1872, after-the SavanillaoBaranquillarailroad had been opened and as a result this port
became one of call by the Royal Mail's ships
doing postal service. This has been discussed
earlier. Its killer F69 is in Type III with four lines
above and below, vertical oval. [Savanilla's town
mark is a single circle, wording around border,
and key letter. - Editors, C.C.P.] But the
characters are of a shorter and bolder form than
those previously used in this type, and especially
does this show for the letter F in impressions. See
illustration (Fig. 4). We have mentioned the
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Fig. 4. Type

III killer,

F69.

plausibility to Dr. Munk's supposition, No Railway Post Office mark of any sort has been
reported among the British offices abroad, as far
as we can determine. We make the suggestion
that this is probably the mark of a Colombian
postal service or even of private carrier. This
seems the more likely, since we fail to find it
listed in Lowe's Handstruck Stamps of the
Empire. - Editors, C.C.P.]
(The preceding paragraph
occurs in the
N achtrag section of the original, and is here
inserted in its proper systematic place.)
The Stamps Used
Dr. Munk here gives a list of the stamps used
at each office. As this list was made in 1931, it is
somewhat inadequate in view of many items
discovered since then. I refer the reader to the
Gibbons catalog, where these are reported, not
only by issue but by plate number, for each office,
in the editions issued prior to Worid War 2. To the
Gibbons listings I add the following, without
noting plate numbers. - G.W.B.
PANAMA: 9d 1865; Id lilac 1881.
CARTAGENA: l)-fd 1880; 2d 1875-80; 2Y,d
1876; 2s brown 1880.
Combination Covers
Three varieties of mixed franking or combination covers are known with the British offices
in Columbia showing as cancellations on British
stamps.
First and rarest is joint use of British and
Colombian stamps. Some years ago a cover
showed up on a b0ndon auction, with two
Colombian stamps and three British ones: the )-fd
_plate 6, Id plate 122 and Is plate 12. These three
were cancelled at Savanilla with the F69 killer.
More interesting as postal history is the
presence of British stamps with the British
Panama cancellations together with those of
Costa Rica with that country's cancellation. This
occurs in the early 1880's, and only two examples
are reported. In both we have one red 2 real
stamp of Costa Rica (Scott No.4; Gibbons No.3)
and one British Is orange brown, plate 13 (Scott
No. 87, Gibbons No. 163) of Great Britain. In
both cases the Costa Rican stamp is cancelled
with the Costa Rican grid with numeral 1 in
center. On one the British stamp is cancelled
with the transverse oval C5 of Panama. On the
other it is cancelled with the dated town mark of
Panama's British office. In this last case the
Costa Rican grid shows clearly trespassing on to
the edge of the British stamp: thus, we are
positive that the British stamp was affixed to the
letter when it was mailed in Costa Rica. The
illustration shows this (Fig. 5).
(Continued on page 24)

occurrence of the British postmark of Baranquilla on letters with cancellations F69, earlier.
Letters showing Savanilla's F69 killer come
not only with Baranquilla's postmark instead of
the Savanilla single circle with A. This also
comes with a single circle mark with the names
of both offices, SAVANILLA above, BARANQUILLA below. This is 23)-fmm diameter, same
size as the Savanilla postmark, with key letter C
above date (Mr. Egly's cover). Possibly this was
in use on the Savanilla- Baranquilla railroad. [We
regard this as a very wild guess. No evidence is at
hand or known to us, to give the least color of
-21-
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Gregory Mozian
1905-1989
Gregory Mozian, dean of philatelic auctioneers
and long time stamp dealer, died June 9, at
age 84.
Mr. Mozian had spent his entire life in the
stamp business. His father established Vahan
Mozian Inc. in New York City in 1900. Gregory
entered the family firm in 1920, followed by his
brother, Hernant, in 1926.
When the elder Mozian died in 1945, the two
sons took over the business which they operated
until 1978.
Over the more than seven decades of the firms
existence the Mozians sold many important
philatelic properties including the Robinette
estate, and Ed Congers Canal Zone. Over the
years Canal Zone material was included in most
of their sales.
Gregory Mozian called all of the more than 640
sales conducted by Vahan Mozian Inc. He was
also employed as auctioneer by other firms
including William A. Fox, Robert A. Siegel,
Harry Keffer, Jacques Schiff, and Kelleher.
Mr. Mozian was a life member of the American
Philatelic Society. He was very active with the
American Stamp Dealers Association, serving
as president, treasurer, and member of the
board. He was member #7 of the Canal Zone
Study Group.
His wife Edna predeceased him in 1985. His
daughter Dorothy and two grandchildren, as
well as his brother Hernant survive.
George W. Stilwell

Book Reviews
By David L. Farnsworth
The Making of a Public Man: A Memoir by Sol
M. Linowitz (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1985) (ISBN 0-316-52689-4), 258 pages,
$19.95.
Sol Linowitz is certainly a "public man." He is
a lawyer and businessman who has served his
country in many capacities.
He had a very full career. He was co-negotiator,
with Ellsworth Bunker, of the Panama Canal
Treaties of 1977. Also, he assisted in the creation
of Xerox Corporation until 1966, served as
ambassador to the Organization of American
States, 1966-1969, and as chairman of the
National Urban Coalition, 1970-1973, and was
Personal Representative of the President for the
Middle East Peace Negotiations, 1979-1981.
Seeing Mr. Linowitz's whole public life helps
the reader to understand the treaty negotiations
better than as a disjointed, isolated event. So,
even those readers interested solely in the treaties
should find the entire book informative. Approximately 62 pages of this book are devoted to his
involvement with the negotiations and ratification of the treaties.
Of course, a memoir is self-centered by its
nature. However, it is clear that Mr. Linowitz is
not a self-centered individual. He writes that he
has received no federal salary since 1969. The
final chapter formally explains his background
and attitudes toward his responsibility to this
country and to mankind.
This book adds significantly to the literature
on the Panama Canal and the meaning of public
-23-

service. The chapters on Xerox, OAS, and the
Middle East are fascinating as well.
Molas: Folk Art of the Cuna Indians by Ann
Parker and Avon Neal (Barre, Massachusetts:
Barre Publishing, distributed by Crown Publishers,
Inc., New York,. 1977) (ISBN
0-517-52911-4),252 pages, $35.00
This is the book on molas. It contains 386
exquisite photographs by Ann Parker and an
incisive and vital text by her husband Avon Neal.
Through pictures and words, molas are displayed
and explained.
Molas are an important part of the Cuna
Indian culture, thus the chapters on the San BIas
Islands and on Cuna Indian life are a significant
part of the book.
Mola blouse making is only about 100years old
(body painting was probably its predecessor).
The availability of sewing materials and the
introduction of clothing by Europeans contributed to the development of the craft. Designs
evolved from traditional Cuna objects and local
plants and animals as well as from non-Cuna
objects such as trademarks, helicopters, and
Christian imagery.
This is a beautiful book and worth the price
of $35.

Book Review
By Brian C. Stidwell
The Captain and the Enemy by Graham
Greene. Published by Reinardt Books., u.K.
£10.95 (189 pages hardback).
This book has climbed to the top of the U.K.
Bestsellers List for fiction in Septembed988. It
is a somewhat mystifying story from the (Master)
Graham Greene which moves from the public
school era to Panama - an adventure story of
intrigue, ending with the complexities of
Panamas' Banking and State Police which
almost rocks the signing of the Treaty. Not for
the purist historian, and it could almost be set in
any city in Central America.

Award Winning Story
The HistDry Df the Panama Canal in Stamps
by

Raymond W. Ireson
Introduction by
Julius Grigore, Jr.
Captain, USN, Retired
Founding Member,
Panama Historical Society
220 pages - Xerographic Copy - Colored Soft Covers
$22 postpaid US/Canada - $25 Foreign
Grlgore. 425 Harbor Drive. South,
Venice. FL 34285
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Fake Scott No. 91

President's Report
(Continued from page 17)
pointed A overprints, 4) philatelicversus commercial
';cJ'vel's.and 5) genuine copies of 1-3. I welcome
any suggestions you care to offer.
There is one other thing to convey in this
column. A collector who has often contributed
material that I have used in The Philatelist has
indicated that he is interested in learning what
members know about early dates of usage of the
dry printings of the postage due stamps, Scott
No. J25 and J27. Any cover or stamps on piece
with dates would be of interest. If you send any
information you may have to me, I will be happy
to pass it along.

Kohl's Handbook
(Continued from page 21)

It is not that this one looks so bad to the naked
eye, at least not in black and white. A close
inspection of the overprint reveals that the letters
are not as sharp as one comes to expect on a Scott
No. 91. There are skips in the printing of the
Canal Zone overprint. Of course, there were two
printings, and on copies from the second printing,
the lines are much thinner than on the first. The
second printing had a 7 mm spacing between
Canal and Zone, while this stamp shows 9Y, mm,
an unusual but known spacing on the first
printing. The overprint here just does not look
right. The color of the overprint is off too, being
closer to a red-brown than the nice, bright red it
should be. All in all, this proves to be an example
of another fake overprint for which to keep your
eyes open.
R.D. Bates, Jr.

As this picture shows, the Panama town mark
with A is not only struck twice on the British
stamp, but also once more on the right hand part
of the letter. Next to this we find also the dated
town mark of Punta Arenas, a port of Costa Rica
on the west coast, north from Panama. Therefore
this letter was either mailed there or at San Jose,
the capital of Costa Rica and connected to Punta
Arenas by a railroad. In this case, the British
stamps were applied in a country in which Great
Britain has never had a foreign post office. That
this usage was allowed in Costa Rica, apparently
derives from a postal_convention that Great
Britain made in 1859 simultaneously with both
Costa Rica and Nicaragua.
The date at which this usage occurred is still
more interesting. The postmark of Punta Arenas,
where the letter was mailed is dated July 18,
1882, and that of Panama July 25, 1882. Thus
they show a time at which the British post office
at Panama had actually already closed. We have
mentioned this matter earlier.
But this does not exhaust the matter. In July
1882, not only were the British Offices in
Colombia, but all British offices abroad on
American soil, already closed. The last British
post office in America, that at Grey town was
shut down on May 1, 1882, because on that date
Nicaragua became a member of the U.P.U.
Costa Rica's admission to the U.P.U. took place
on Jan. 1, 1883. Therefore, letters going abroad
from that country, which were to be fully prepaid
from place of mailing, had to carry the stamp of
some member of the U.P.U. to prepay their
travel outside of country of origin, during the
whole year of 1882. Thus we find the unique
situaion that the last American country, in which
British stamps could legally be used for ordinary
business mail was Costa Rica, although Great
Britain had never had a post office of her own
within that land.
Finally: in one case the use of British stamps
cancelled with the C35 of Panama and United
States stamps is known. This is on a letter from
the U.S. consulate in Callao, to a city in Georgia.
This is discussed under offices in Peru and also in
the general introduction to the offices throughout
America.
R.H. Salz

Fig. 1. Fake Scott No. 91.

Back to Basics
By Richard D. Bates, Jr.
The most often asked question by newcomers
about Canal Zone stamps involves gum. This is
understandable, as collectors of U.S. stamps are
brought up paranoid about gum on unused
stamps. They wonder how this concern translates
to Canal Zone stamps.
Yes, it is different here. Stamps that have
resided in the tropics for any extended period of
time (particularly before the days of air conditioning) generally do not have gum that
collectors of U.S. stamps would find acceptable.
Stamps issued before 1924 (when the transition
from Panama overprinted stamps to U.S. overprinted stamps, i.e., the break between Scott
numbers 69 and 70, took place) do not, in general,
have pristine gum. After 1924 better gum
generally can be found, but post office fresh gum
is easy to find only on more recent issues.
Often, the gum on earlier issues is described as
tropical. Many stamps in the tropics adhered
with some degree to the interleaving placed
between sheets. At the least this led to a lossofthe
sheen on the gum. In many cases, this slight
disturbance covers the whole of the gum side of
the stamp; in others, there may only be spots in
which the gum is disturbed. If copies of the issue
were sent out of the Canal Zone shortly after they
were received (usually to U.S.-based stamp
dealers), then undisturbed gum copies usually
exist. However, these generally wound up in
collectors' hands, and thus are usually found with
hinge marks. Particularly for the stamps overprinted 8 cts, and especially Scott numbers
18-20, copies without disturbed gum are nearly
nonexistent.
-24-
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Tropical gum as described above is not
generally considered a flaw on earlier issues.
Some collectors do pay a premium when (if)
undisturbed gum copies can be found. But gum
disturbance can be more pronounced than that
described above. When some of the interleaving
adheres or when gum has been removed, a stamp
may be downgraded slightly. Moreover, in the
tropics, as the gum ages, it turns brownish.
Sometimes this occurs only in some spots (tropical
spotting); sometimes it covers the whole stamp.
When this is visible only from the back, it is not a
disaster. But ifthe spots show through to the face,
it is a major flaw, just as small translucent
regions often called oil spots are flaws. In some
cases, the entire face of the stamp looks brownish.
Many of the copies of Scott numbers 67 and 08
suffered this fate.
So if you are determined to find a complete
mint, OG collection of Canal Zone stamps, you
will have a tough search on your hands. Particularly for errors and varieties, one should
search for the best copies available, but often
must settle for what can be found.
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